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Schelbert: Book Review: The Legacy of Ferdinand A. Brader

Book Reviews
Kathleen Wieschaus-Voss, The Legacy of Ferdinand A. Brader
(Canton, Ohio: Center for the Study of Art in Rural America,
2014).
This documentary work about the Swiss Ferdinand Arnold
Brader (1839-1901 ?) of Kaltbrunn, Canton St. Gallen, presents a double gift, a book published in conjunction with exhibits of his drawings
in Canton, Ohio. The first part of the work offers a set of nine essays that give richly illustrated detail toward an understanding of the
work of this itinerant engraver, a "Modelstecher", in the context of the
craft's history and the achievements of other artists. The book's second
part contains a gallery of exhibited images of Brader's Pennsylvania
and Ohio sketches that were drawn before photography replaced such
work, when artists like Brader drew homesteads, buildings, and farms
for the enjoyment of their owners, their progeny, and of viewers today.
Their works are called folk art, but are perhaps best enjoyed simply as
art, that is, as forms of human endeavor to present what surrounds us
in revelatory and meaningful ways.
Little is known about Brader's personal life , neither in his
homeland nor abroad . The chronology presented by Kathleen Wieschaus-Voss offers these data: Brader was born on December 7, 1833,
in Kaltabrunn, Canton St. Gallen, Switzerland; baptized the next day;
married Maria Kaharina Glaus (1838-1904) on August 28 , 1860; birth
of a son named Karl in 1864; move to the United States in the 1870s,
turning up in Berks County, Pennsylvania, where he made some 300
drawings between 1879 and 1883; moving about in Stark, Portage,
Tuscarawas, Columbiana, and other counties of Ohio where he accomplished some 590 drawings between 1884 and 1895; in later winters
staying at the infirmaries of Portage and Stark Counties suffering from
"mind impairment" and asthma; being informed of his inheritance
after the death of his brother Franz Alois (1825-1888) on November
4, 1895; leaving Canton on January 20, 1896, sailing from New York
on January 25, reaching Le Havre on February 2, and Switzerland on
February 6; Swiss authorities reporting him "lost and missing without
a trace" in 1901 (which they also reported about his son in 1911).
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Like his American fellow artists, in his drawings Brader pursued what one may call "idealizing realism." As the authors of the essays show in varied detail, these craftsmen integrated buildings, meadows, gardens, trees, fences, animals, and people-the latter placed
into the overall composition-into harmonious shapes and pleasing
forms by rhythmic lines and skilled perspectives. Absent are drawings
of places in storms, days of heavy rain, or harsh winter conditions.
The view of a farmstead was to be enjoyed by those who peopled it
in a form that mirrored striving toward order, beauty, and harmony.
However, absent in Brader's work is fervor, such as that of the Dutch
painter Vincent van Gogh, but somewhat present is the playfulness of
lines and structures that mark the twentieth century works of the German Paul Klee of Bern. In Brader's drawings the pictures are certainly
far more tied to actual appearances than in Klee's, but they too are
imaginatively transformed into a kind of interpretive awareness.
Let us now turn our attention to the volume itself. Its first part
features various themes that lead toward an understanding of Brader's efforts in the context of place , time, and tradition; a second part
contains reproductions of the items in the exhibit. In section one of
the first part, titled Context, Andrew Richmond explores the use of
perspective in the work of engravers. The author reaches back into
the Renaissance when in Western culture artists began to create cityscapes, an endeavor later pursued also by Matthaus Merian (15931650) of Basel and Theodore de Bry (1561-1623) of Liege in today's
Belgium, then further practiced in the British colonies and the early
American Republic by men like Edward Beyer (1820-1865) and the
Swiss Charles C. Hofmann (c.1820-1882). Draftsmen such as Brader
superimposed perspectives on what they saw which often beautified
a given site, thereby fulfilling the wishes of patrons in order to allow
them to delight in their property. In the next essay, Don Yoder, Dean of
American folklore scholars, views Brader's work within the broader
tradition of lithographs used in county atlases, thus showing that the
wandering immigrant had established himself within a tradition of
Pennsylvania's and Ohio's farm folk who had been served before by
Brader-like artists such as the Moravian Nicholas Garrison Jr. (17781846), the French naturalist Charles Alexander Le Sueur (1778-1846),
and the German John Lewis Kimmel (1786-1821), the latter specializing in drawing interiors. The county atlases were created by an active
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol51/iss1/7
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search for patrons who would pay for having their homestead drawn
and included, and being proud of it.
In the second section of the book titled Life, Bristol Voss deals
with Brader's Swiss background, especially the world of Kaltbrunn,
where Brader's family lived (and I myself spent the first six years of
my own life) . She also sketches events that shaped Switzerland's history during the decades from the 1790s to the 1870s before Brader
left for the United States . Then Wolf Seelentag takes the reader on
his challenging genealogical tour in his effort to reconstruct Brader 's familiar background. He shows that members of Brader's family
faced success as well as illness and early death and, also, that much
of Ferdinand Brader 's life remains unknown. In turn, William Woys
Weaver's essay traces the way engravers like Brader went about their
chosen task. He observes that the artist's work in Pennsylvania and
Ohio possibly was some kind of an extension of what Brader had done
in his mother's bakery, that is, "mold carving", in his time a prerequisite for becoming a certified master baker. In Kaltbrunn 's bake shop
Brader may have artfully stenciled forms for baked goods such as
honey cakes or gingerbreads that on their surface showed shapes of
trees, plants , or animals, and he may also have similarly engraved wax
figures. He then adapted his skills to representing homesteads , buildings, and landscapes of Pennsylvania and Ohio with graphite, late in
hi s career also with color pencils . (Next, Kathleen Wieschaus-Voss included a detailed chronology of what is known about Brader's life.)
The third section, titled Drawings, contains four essays. Della
Clason Sperling details the material means used by engravers, such as
paper, graphite pencils, knives , rulers , and erasers. She probes their origin in Western culture and indicates how these means shaped the artist's
effort. Lisa Menardi, in turn, interprets how the architectural forms of
the pictures created their idealizing realism. She explains how buildings,
landscapes, fields, trees, fences, and gardens were set against each other
in such a way that a pleasing overall impression emerged. It was indeed
"a man-made" world that was shown and mirrored, "the neat and tidy
landscapes long associated with Pennsylvania Germans," as she puts it.
Patrick J. Donmoyer explores a different angle. He centers on
Pennsylvania's indigenous tradition of decorations, misnamed "hex
signs," that adorn barns in brightly colored geometric circular forms. He
views them as significant in two ways, as visual art of high abstraction
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2015
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and also as historical documents. In the concluding essay, Daniel J. Grimminger explains that he personally feels tied to Pennsylvania's historic
farming culture, having personally experienced that culture in his youth.
The author views the misleadingly called Pennsylvania Dutch tradition as
a unique amalgam between Germanic and American elements. Brader 's
sketches, he asserts, tell the story of a folk culture of European origin before it had dissolved into Anglo-American patterns. His drawings feature
the "Hof"-the home, the yard, the outbuildings for domestic use-as
well as the "Scheierhof' -the barn, the barnyard, and the various sheds
used for a different purpose. Grimminger likens Brader's works to the
"chorale books" of Pennsylvania Lutherans, the painted furniture of the
Mahatango Valley, and the pieces of Fraktur.
Part Two of the book documents Brader's work (and for comparison also a few works of other artists) through 88 carefully identified illustrations that are enriched by numerous supplementary smaller
pictures. The reproductions offer an impressive insight into Brader's
drawings that seem to number close to 900 or perhaps more . The book
concludes with an afterword that offers some data about Swiss in Ohio
in the late nineteenth century, among whom Brader lived , as well as
information concerning some other Swiss immigrants who pursued
the fine arts.
What then are the main features of the artistic achievement of
Brader who, like other artists of his time, led an itinerant life, always
being on the edge of poverty until an inheritance had come his way?
The book shows that his art derived from European traditions which
had taken root also in the emerging United States. Brader 's sketches
were shaped by pencils, rulers, and erasers as well as by the adoption of perspectivistic techniques used also by other artists. His style,
furthermore, is viewed as having been meticulous, thereby perhaps
reflecting a peculiar Swiss cultural trait. But the main significance of
his endeavor (as Grimminger states) may lie in this: It features the
contours of an earlier form of Pennsylvania-Dutch culture before it
had gradually given way to Anglo-American patterns by adapting to
the age of the machine as well as to agricultural mass production for
distant markets. In sum, his sketches preserve a view of the past before it had given way to a new age.

Leo Schelbert, University of Illinois at Chicago
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